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Risk assets experienced significant declines this December on Federal Reserve (Fed) tightening, political
uncertainty and weaker economic data. It is worth noting that while US high yield (BofA ML US HY Cash
Pay Constrained – JUC0)1 and loans (Credit Suisse Institutional Leveraged Loan Index)2 posted their worst
monthly returns of the year, equities (S&P 500)3 declined 4 times as much for the month, dropping more
than 9%. In this risk-off environment, fixed income performed as expected with Treasuries attracting
assets (and rallying in price) in a flight to quality and outperforming all other segments of the bond
market. While the Federal Reserve had clearly telegraphed that it would raise rates at the December
meeting, an equity market swoon in early December and public remarks from President Trump pressing
the Fed not to raise rates gave some investors the (false) impression the Fed might pause. While the Fed
did raise rates in December, markets (as per Bloomberg data) are now forecasting a 0% probability that
the Fed raises rates in March. Political uncertainty in the US (border wall, government shutdown, trade
tensions with China) as well as abroad (Brexit and Italy) also pushed investors out of risk assets. Finally,
weaker economic data has some investors questioning whether an economic slowdown will turn into a
recession. While it is difficult to forecast a recession, we believe valuations have certainly become more
attractive as investors question economic strength. Whether valuations become even more attractive,
stabilize, or tighten depends largely on whether the markets see some resolutions to political issues,
Federal Reserve direction, and the strength of the economy.

Strategy and Outlook
Despite holding up relatively well versus other asset classes in the first three quarters of the year, the
loan market finally capitulated in December. In an environment of a sharply weakening US loan market2
caused by large retail outflows, continued weakness in high yield, and anxious times in the equity markets
on global growth concerns, loans2 suffered the largest monthly draw down since September 2011. Despite
that disappointing headline return for the index, the market decline was orderly with trading desks
reporting good volume well into the middle of the December. Even with weakening market conditions,
collateralized loan obligation (CLO) managers were able to price some new deals in December, helping
the market reach a record of annual issuance. The primary market was very slow in December. Wrapping
up those syndications launched in November proved difficult for some deals, but although timelines were
extended, the vast majority of transactions cleared as arrangers elected to flex terms in favour of buyers
on more difficult credits to get books covered. We did not participate in the primary market in December.
Here is a trivia question to start the New Year. In how many years since 1994 was the US high yield
market down absent a default wave? Answer: none, until now. 2018 was an anomaly in that the US high
yield market1 posted a negative return but the default rate remained exceptionally low at 1.75% for high
yield and 1.66% for loans (both par weighted and including distressed exchanges) [Source: JP Morgan,
Credit Strategy Weekly Update, 14 December 2018]. We believe 2018’s challenges were driven by global
central bank tightening (the European Central Bank and the Federal Reserve), geopolitical uncertainty
and concerns about economic growth. So what about 2019? Our loan outlook remains steady from
November, namely, we expect returns to continue to be supported by coupons earned and a buyer base
which is dominated by long term institutional investors. Given the weak end to 2018 in terms of
investment returns, the new issue market may have a slow start in January 2019 but the pipeline is
building again for launches in the near term of add-on transactions to existing deals as well as new
acquisition financing mandates. Private equity, whose activity drives the majority of loan new issuance
volume, still has significant dry powder to deploy globally according to market estimates, which we
believe will be supportive for continued loan market growth, albeit at a slower rate than we saw in 2018.

All references to market performance are sourced from Bloomberg. 1Source: ICE BofA ML US Cash Pay High Yield Constrained Index
(JUC0) contains all securities in The ICE BofA ML US Cash Pay High Yield Index (J0A0) but caps issuer exposure at 2%. As of
12/31/2018. Source: Credit Suisse Institutional Leveraged Loan Index – The CS Institutional Leveraged Loan Index is a subset of the
CS Leveraged Loan Index, which is designed to more closely reflect the investment criteria of institutional investors by sampling a
lower volatility component of the market. The index exclude facilities that are TL or TL A type, priced 90 or lower at the beginning
of each measurement period and rated CC, C or Default. As of 12/31/2018. 3S&P 500 - The Standard & Poor's 500 Index (S&P 500)
is an index of 500 stocks seen as a leading indicator of U.S. equities and a reflection of the performance of the large cap universe,
made up of companies selected by economists. As of 12/31/2018.
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Mutual fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. Investments in debt securities typically decrease in value when interest rates rise.
This risk is usually greater for longer-term debt securities. Investment by the Fund in lower-rated and non-rated securities presents a greater risk
of loss to principal and interest than higher-rated securities. Investments in foreign securities involve greater volatility and political, economic and
currency risks and differences in accounting methods. These risks are greater for emerging markets. Derivatives involve risks different from, and
in certain cases, greater than the risks presented by more traditional investments. These risks are fully disclosed in the prospectus. Floating rate
loans may not be fully collateralized and therefore may decline significantly in value. The fund will bear its share of the fees and expenses of
investments in underlying funds or ETFs. Shareholders will pay higher expenses than would be the case if making direct investments in underlying
funds or ETFs. Because the fund invests in ETFs, it is subject to additional risks that do not apply to conventional mutual funds, including the risks
that the market price of an ETF’s shares may trade at a discount to its net asset value (“NAV”), an active secondary trading market may not develop
or be maintained, or trading may be halted by the exchange in which they trade, which may impact a fund’s ability to sell its shares. The Fund may
make short sales of securities, which involves the risk that losses may exceed the original amount invested. Please note that while the fund’s
prospectus states that the fund may use leverage, and that it may make short sales of securities, which involves the risk that losses may exceed the
original amount invested, the Fund’s portfolio managers do not anticipate engaging in either practice. The Fund invests in high yield debt
instruments which tend to be less liquid than higher quality debt instruments

The fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses must be considered carefully before investing. The Summary Prospectus and
Statutory Prospectus contains this and other important information about the investment company, and it may be obtained by calling 1-855Muzinich, or visiting www.MuzinichUSfunds.com. Read it carefully before investing.
The Muzinich Mutual Funds are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index performance is not indicative of Fund performance. To obtain Fund performance call 1-855-Muzinich (6894642). One cannot invest directly in an index.
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities
or other financial instruments, and may not be construed as such.
Opinions expressed are subject to change, are not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results, nor investment advice.

Fund holdings and allocations are subject to change and should not be considered a recommendation to buy or sell any
security.
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